TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (97-4196)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (105-3040)(RUC)

DATE: 3/10/64

SUBJECT: FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE (FPCC)
IS - CUBA
OO: New York

Re Miami let to Bureau 10/28/63, and Miami let to Bureau 12/26/63 captioned "EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR DISASTER RELIEF TO CUBA, aka. IS - CUBA."

The Miami Division originally received information from MM 801-S regarding the plans of the Miami pro-CASTRO element to collect funds in Miami for transmittal to Cuba for disaster relief to the Cuban victims of hurricane "Flora." In the original planning by the Miami pro-CASTRO element, it was believed that they would operate temporarily under the name of the FPCC, however, the Miami pro-CASTRO group ultimately made contact with the Emergency Committee for Disaster Relief to Cuba in New York, and information regarding the activities of the Miami group was set forth under a separate caption in referenced Miami letter and letterhead memorandum dated December 26, 1963.

No additional investigation regarding the FPCC is outstanding in Miami, and this case is in an RUC status to New York.